I. INTRODUCTION
HE subject of filter banks has received an increasing T attention in the recent decade. This is because they appear in various forms and for various reasons in multimedia and wireless communication applications. Particularly, people have started putting considerable efforts in the time-varying aspect of filter banks. To come up with a profound theory, most researchers concentrate on the study of transitions between two stationary filter banks. The reason for such considerations is partly that most of the time, filters tend to operate for considerable duration compared with their lengths and can be assumed to be stationary at the time of transition.
Generally, when changing from one stationary filter to another, we may have one of the following conditions: either i) transition is required, or ii) transition is not required. The first case is studied by a number of authors [1]- [4] . The first three papers consider an equal number of transition filters both on the decomposition and reconstruction sides, whereas in [4], unequal transition segments are studied. The filter banks we consider here do not lie under this first category.
The second case-switching between two stationary filters without any transition-is considered in [5]. There, it is shown that if the filters under question are related in a particular way, instantaneous transition both on the decomposition and reconstruction sides is possible. This not withstanding, it might make sense from other considerations to go smoothly, and instead of going back to case i), we propose that we make a controlled transition without requiring any additional optimization procedure. The behavior in the transition period is controlled by careful choice of the trajectory on which the filters transit. In most applications a :single biorthogonal filter bank
(E(e), R ( r ) ) is used to decompose and reconstruct certain
That is, U is a finite energy sequence or row vector with P-dimensional 2F( e) and F ( T ) , respectively, correspond to the hT (z) and f (z) given in row vector entries U ( . ) , Decomposition parts of two-and four-channel perfect reconstruction signals U . However, as most signals are not stationary, it may be expected that time-varying filter banks will do a better job, especially when a quantization operator is inserted in between the two bank operators. In the latter case, for example, it is then also necessary to guarantee that the spectral decomposition properties of the time-varying filter weight vectors are preserved and that the time-varying impulse response vectors remain good interpolation functions.
In this letter, we find perfect reconstruction filter banks giving signal expansions of the form where nf 2 no, the e l ,n, and the e2 ,n are all shifted versions of e l and e2, respectively (and similarly for the 7-ln,: and the 7 -2 4 . In other words, the behavior on the segments [-03, no- [&,iI%gl, Ez(e2) == [~%,ilE2,,] and 
Problem: Given the above two filter banks ( & ( e l ) ,

&(TI))
and ( E l ( e l ) , R I ( q ) ) , does there exist a filter bank (E12,R12) such that E12 = [El, l/E2, , ] and R12 = [$] (and of course El2Rl2 = I)? 0
The answer is partly contained in the following proposition, a proof of which can be found in [5] .
Proposition I : Let ( & ( e l ) , Rl(7-1)) and ( E 2 ( e 2 ) , R 2 ( 7 -2 ) ) be two shift-invariant biorthogonal filter banks with realization matrix pairs:
is a biorthogonal filter bank with instantaneous filter weight vector transition in the decomposition part and instantaneous impulse response tTansition in the reconstruction part.
3~p to similarity transformations. In the above proposition, we have tacitly assumed that the two banks ( E l ( e l ) , Rl(r1) (al, b l , c1, dl) of an T x p channel filter. The realization matrix mz(u2, ba, c~, dz) in the proposition will then also characterize an T x p filter bank. See the example in Section IV.
In the next section, we start from this result to extend the transition behavior from instantaneous to graceful.
INTERPOLATED TRANSITION m
PERFECT RECONSTRUCTION FILTER BANKS The matrix equation in Proposition 1 expresses perfect reconstruction. The additional property is that the system is state stationary over all time including the time instant of instantaneous transition. The transition is instantaneous because the transformation matrices t and s are constant. If, on the other hand, we let these matrices be time varying, then the transition will follow a certain trajectory, which we will have to control for the case in which we want to enforce meaning on the trajectories of the filter weight vectors in the operator E as well as the impulse response vectors in the operator R.
One can envisage several strategies to control the transition behavior, but we will confine ourselves to one of them-spiral interpolation-that has proven to be simple and satisfactory.
Thus, let { t ( n ) } be the sequence of real w x w transformation matrices on the transition interval [to, t f ] , where t(n0) = I and t ( n f ) = t, t being-for example-the matrix t in Proposition 1. Associated with this sequence is the sequence of inverse matrices {~( n ) } , t(n)s(n) = I. Now, let t = gAg-l and s = gA-lg-l be the eigenvalue decompositions of t and s. The eigenvalues are either real A, or appear in conjugate
Proposition 2: For i = 1, . . . , w and no 5 n 5 n f , let p , (n) and 7, ( n ) be real and monotonically increasing functions from 0 at no to 1 at n f . Put t ( n ) = g [diag(p,(n) 
Pa(n)'Xs'
then q2(n) is monotonically increasing from0 at no to 1 at n f ; s ( n ) = g [diag(q,(n) (A,lI+ (1 -qZ(n)))e3-Y.(n)8"g-1 is real, and t(n) x s ( n ) = I. 
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
We consider, as an example, the case when a four-channel bank takes over from a two-channel bank. The decomposition parts of the two banks are shown in Fig. 1 
Instantaneous Transition
If in the second filter in Fig. 1 the matrix t is replaced by the identity, then the resulting flow graph is essentially twice the first filter. Thus, if t is taken away from the second filter, then it represents two time steps of the two-channel decomposition filter. This filter can be run for a while and then-say at n = no-t can be cascaded to the two two-channel filters and start running as a single four-channel decomposition filter. The takeover is instantaneous. That is, the spectral characteristics switch instantly, at n = no, from the top spectra in Fig. 2 to the bottom spectra. Moreover, the impulse responses of the reconstruction filters also have an instantaneous transition at n = no, as shown in Fig. 3 for the fourth channel of the two reconstruction fi1te1-s.~ 
Interpolated Transition
Instead of appending the constant matrix t at time instant no, we now "spiral," as explained in Proposition 2, along the matrix trajectory t(n) = g [diug(p,(n) to end at constant s ( n f ) = s at time instant n = n f . As explained in Proposition 2, perfect reconstruction is guaranteed whenever qz(n) = P(n),~~~r;'i~:~zin~).
The smooth transitions of both the spectral charactenstics at the decomposition side and the impulse responses at the reconstauction side are clearly seen in the plots shown in Figs. 
